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ABSTRACT 
A hypothetical southeasterly wind may be responsible for the 
eolian carving of the canyons in the southern-most sector (N78° to 
N83° by 330° to 360°) of the North Polar Cap of Vars. The wind 
belongs to the ~ual Martian dust storm and has an average tem• 
perature of 240°K with a speed of 300 meters per second. The wind 
should strike the ice cap from the southeast or east-southeast, 
sublimating and transporting volatiles and dust toward the North 
Pole. The material should be deposited just north of the canyon 
heads on the slope of Dzurisin's and Blasius's (1975) possible 
four-kilometer-high ridge. This ridge may explain the relatively 
short lengths of these particular canyons by the rapid cooling 
of the heated air as it is forced to rise to higher elevations. 
The wind will precipitate its volatiles, prddu~ing possible dune 
fields near the canyon heads. Evidence for the southeasterly 
wind is lacking in itself, but the canyons have eolian features 
that parallel a northwest-southeast axis for such a wind direction. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of thia paper ia to test the hypotheai1 di' the 
eolian origin of the peripheral canyons on the ~llilouthe.rn~oat. :".· 
sector of the northern Martian ice oap through the use of the 
geological and meteorological information aTailable for the area. 
The sector being studied is within the latitudes of N78° to N83° 
0 0 
by 330 to 360 west longitude. The geological and aeteorological 
inforaation will giTe 1oae insight to the origin of these canyons 
by the interaction of the atmosphere with the topographic features 
in the region. 
This area was first observed by Mariner 9'1 wide-angle 
cam.era. These images reTealed short canyons which Tary in width 
froa 8 to 15 kilOJleters and haTe lengths of less than 200 
kilo•eter1. The canyons haTe the configuration of a counterclock-
c;v 
wise 1piral, eminating froa the north-northwest with the heads 
located at about the N81.5° latitude. (See Platea land 2.) 
On September 30, 1976; Viking 2 executed an orbital maneu-
Ter that allowed the high-resolution camera to take highly mag-
nified images of the region. 
e 
Thia manruTer modified Viking 2 1 1 
orbit from a 52° inclination to a new orbit with a 75° inclination. 
Tke spacecraft then passed approximately 2350 kilometer• at a slant 
range from tAe designated peripheral canyons taking high-resolution 
imagea. The author has obtained high-resolution images tor scat-
tered areas within the preTiously defined sector plus an additional 
image of seTeral canyons outside this sector. Unfortunately, much 
of this sector had not been photographed by the high-rGsolution 
camera, and only three of the images OTerlap. 
The designated peripheral canyon area haa a variety of topo-
iraphic features which coTer about 100,000 square kilometers. 
(See Figure 1.) All of the large canyons are oriented on a N"N -
SE axis, and terraces are common at the mouths of these larger 
canyons. The moat prominent features withia tAe larger canyons 
are broad terraces found in Plates 3, 4, and 5. (Coincidently, 
all three of the preTiously mentioned plates oTerla~, coTeri!l!; a 
central portion of the canyon area in the desi;nated sector.) 
Another important set of topographic features found in the aboTe 
three plates and Plate 6 are the steep canyon and terrace walls. 
These walls expose a stratigraphy of laminated dust and snow layers 
that appear equally thick and haTe lateral continuity extending for 
hundreds of kilometers (Cutts, 1973a). Finally, there appear• to 
be a series of wind-carTed hills with smooth slopes on the terraces 
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and canyon floors that the autho,Ayardangs. These yardanga strong• 
ly suggest eolian erosion with the long axis of these laminated 
hills paralleling the canyon walls. Elsewhere, smaller canyons 
present at the edge of the ice cap seem to haTe features similar 
to those of the larger canyons but are oriented on a NE - SW axis. 
Below these canyons are low-lying plains with massiTe dune fields 
girdling the peripheral edge. Another obserTation that must be 
noted is that Tery few meteorite craters are seen in tke designated 
area. Many of the preTiously mentioned features and images will be 
referred to again in this analysis. 
The designated canyonland is relatiTely young because its 
lack of cratering. All the scientists who haTe examined the 
returned imagery agreed that Tery few craters can be found on 
or around the ice cap. This statement on the relatiTe age is 
based on the assmaptions as stated by Nash (1974,p389)s (l)"that 
the influx of meteorites has been of relatiTely uniform intensity 
and distribution; (2) that the geomorphic processe, that are de-
gradini the craters haTe also been of uniform intensity and 
distribution; and (3) that all areas are equally craterable." 
The geomorphic processes inTOlTed are wind blown sand and/or 
dust surrounding the ioe oap and tke deposition of dust and 
either snow or frost oyer the ice cap. Either process will 
obliterate or bury impact craters and both are still actiTe at 
the present time. 
The ori~in of these peripheral canyons has been studied by 
geologists. Theirf hypotheses apply to all the swirlin, canyons 
in both the northern and southern polar regions. Murray and 14alin 
(l973,p997) proposed the idea of polar wandering. They hypothe-
sized that"••• the former position of Mars' spin axis may be re-
corded by the centers of curvature of the displaced circular 
topo,raphic features of the laminated terrain." Presumably, 
each terrace and canyon wall marked a former equatorward limit 
of the deposition of volatiles and dust or where erosion has re-
moved enough volatiles and dust until erosion no longer acts on 
that particular plate. Later, a new plate of more volatiles and 
dust would be deposited over the peripheral of the first plate 
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and thus the sequence continues. As one can ess, they do not 
'""""" 
elaborate on the erosional process(es) that formed the peripheral 
canyons nor are the plates circularly symmetrical over the others. 
This hypothesis will not be considered in view of these and other 
Clark and Mullin(l976) presented the glaciation hypothest,~ 
They proposed that the laminated deposits are predominantely dry 
ice. As a flowing ,1acier. the depositional layers were sheared 
to reveal the stratification. This hypothesis is highly improbable, 
because carbon dioxide is an unlikely major constituent for either 
pole due to the summer temperature readings of 205°K versus the 
148°K temperature needed for dry ice. Furthermore, water ioe will 
not easily deform or fracture under the existin, polar temperatures 
and stresses. (Kieffer et al., 1976; Sharp, 1974} 
Cutts (1973b) sug,ests that the canyons and terraces were 
eroded by prevailing winds blowing oft the pole, as applied to 
the South Pole. However, he admits that the spiraling canyons 
may have been formed by more complex circulation patterns over 
the polar regions. The author agrees with the observation of 
the prevailing northeasterly winds over the northern polar cap. 
The observed winds generally flow rfJJm the NE, carrying snow and 
dust off the ice cap onto the surrounding plain. Though this wind 
carries some debris, it is not responsible for the cutting of the 
large canyons that are situated on a NW - SE axis. The canyon 
size su,,es~, th~ need for a very strong wind with great cuttini 
power acting alon, this NW' - SE axis. Two interrelated assump-
tions will have to be made for the comi~ hypothesis. First, 
the peripheral canyons have an eolian origin. Second, that no 
northwesterly wind flows off the ice cap that would be unusually 
stro~er than the present northeasterly winds. The author will 
propose a wann and very strong southeasterly or east-southeasterly 
wind as associated with the annual Martian dust storm. This wind 
? 
wil~both the cutting p01l'er in heat and particulate matter plus 
the velocity in very high speeds and proper direction. The author 
will pursue this hypothesis in attemptin, to demonstrate its 
credibility. 
DATA AND ANALYSIS 
The first topic of major importance to this re,ion is the 
present chemical composition of the Martian atmosphere. Its com-
position by mass is: 96 percent carbon dioxide, 2.5 percent nitro-
,en, 1.5 percent ar,on, 0.1 percent oxy,en, and traces of krypton 
and xenon (Leovy, 1976). Water vapor over the Martian ice cap is 
0.1 percent by mass of the atmosphere. In terms of relative · .. ,:: 
humidity, this is the saturation point for this atmosphere to 
support water vapor.(Metz.1976). The important ,ases that in-
fluence climate and surface conditions are water and carbon 
dioxide. Both ,ases are volatiles that precipitate or sublimate 
with the seasonal chan,es at the polar caps. 
The physical parameters of this atmosphere also var,:f;with 
the seasons. The atmospheric pressure at the surface avera:es 6.5 
millibars as indicated by the Vikin, landers. The landers have 
made continual measurements from the surface that have shol'f?l some 
variation in pressure with the hi'h pressure of 9 millibars and 
the low of 6 millibars. This change is attributed to water vapor 
and carbon dioxide bein, precipitated or sublimated at the poles as 
the planet undergoes seasonal chan,es (MAsursky, 1977, private 
communication). These pressures are very low when compared with 
the earth's avera,e surface pressure of 1,013 millibars. 
Likewise, the atmospheric density varys,from 0.015~9 kiloirams 
per cubic meter at a summer temperature hi'h of 205°K (•68°c) on 
the ice to 0.02145 kiloirams per cubic meter at 148°K (-12s0 c). 
the condensation point for carbon dioxide. These atmospheric 
density fi,ures have been calculated with a constant surface pres-
sure of 6.5 millibars and an atmosphere composed entirely of carbon 
dioxide. One factor that was not compensated for in the atmospheric 
densities. was the si,nifioant wind speeds. 
The wind speeds on the surface of Mars have been measured 
./ 
from a few meters per second to 135 meters per second ( or 300 
miles per hour).(Weaver. 1973) This wind speed of 135 meters 
per second was recorded in the 1971 dust storm by Mariner 9. The 
windtspeeds associated with these dust storms are believed to be 
important in the origin of the peripheral canyons. This topic 
will be discussed later in this paper. 
The second major topio will be the types of transport of 
loose particles and their ability to erode a surface. sa,an 
and Pollack (1969) ,ave ,eneral descriptions of the "three types 
of transport once motion has be,un: suspension, saltation, and 
creep. Once small particles are lifted off the ground, eddy cur-
rents are able to carry them to considerable heic}lts; in the ab-
sence of further turbulent support such particles will soon fall 
out••• and until they reao~ the surface, are described as 
suspended. Particles of intermediate size are lifted by winds 
to only modest heights, alon, modified ballistic trajectories. 
and quickly return to the ,round; this motionds called saltation. 
Finally lar,er particles may :be •moved, ',not· by the tirld·its~lf*, 
but by momentum exchan,e with saltatin, ,rains; these particles 
never leave the ,round but 'creep' slowly in the direction of 
the winds." Of these three types of transport, only suspended 
and saltation·:parti'Oles would be able to abrade the snow and dust. 
The stratified mixture of snow and dust probably~ has,,&,: relatively 
low density that ran~e from from less than 0.9 irams per cubic 
centimeter for water snow and silicate dust to 2 grams per cubic 
centimeter for ice and siliceous dust (Cutts, 1975b). Further 
it will be assumed that this "dirty ice" is mechanically weak 
and can'-"1ot withstand stresses placed on it due to the extremely 
low temperatures where snow and/or frost condense out of the 
atmosphere. Creep as an agent of abrasion is improbable since 
these large particles wouldtbe stopped in the dune field if not 
C 
at the base of the base of the peripheral ice cap. As ~ited 
previously,, massive doncentric dunes have been round girdling 
the ice cap. These dunes would therefore consist of saltation 
particles due to the fact that all terrestrial dunes are made of 
particles of intermediate size that can not ach{Mve suspension. 
In addition, Dzurian and Blasius (1975) have observed that the 
laminated dust and snow layers are remarkably uniform in thickness 
( 
to){large areas. This continuity and unifora thickness strongly 
favor5 contemporaneous deposition over:,a broad area of the polar 
cap - - hence directly from atmospheric supension of snow,, frost,, 
and dust.(Cutts, 1973b). It is unlikely that these lam.inated lay-
ers are composed of saltation particles because dunes are not 
present. However,, terrestrial sandstones are known to have near 
unitonn thicknesses and lateral continuity for hundreds of 
kilometers. They have been formed by the lateral accretion of 
dune sand, therefore saltation can not be ruled out entirely. 
Cutts (1973b) adds that these laminated layers appear to have 
equal thicknesses. This signifies that deposition was of almost 
equal volume in either equally spaced intervals or episodic depo-
sitional events. Since the depositional events, erosion has cut 
through these layers to expose this stratification. 
Starting particles into motion will require a higher wind 
velocity for Mars. As mentioned before, the atmospheric density 
can vary from 0.0155 to 0.021~5 kilograms per cubic meter over 
the polar ice. If these densities are compared to earth's at-
mospheric density of 1.30~5 kilograms per cubio meter. then there 
will be a need for a higher wind speed to move the ~ame particles. 
Bagnold (19~1) presented an approximate formula 
drag velocity needed 
1 
v• = A (0Eid)2 
p 
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t/\a particular particle. 
for the minium wind 
This formula is, 
He derived this formula tb,rough wind tunnel experiments where: 
V* is that minimum wind drag velocity. A is the parameter that 
varj.es with turbulence at the soil surface. g is the gravitational 
acceleration. d the particle diameter. o the particle density, and 
p the atmospheric density. Figure l will display such a graph of 
threshold velocity versus particle diameter as calculated by 
Arvidson (1972). 
Another useful formula to compensate for the difference of 
wind velocity observed above the surface and the wind drag velocity 
at the surface is: 
Vz = 5.75 V* lo~ 
Here Vz is the wind velocity at height Z above the surface, V* 
is the wind drag velocity needed to move a particle, and K is 
the surface roughness length. 
A major problem concerning the origin of the dust and sand 
in and around the ice cap is the question of where this dust and 
sand originally came from. Cuttsr(l973b) §µspects that siliceous 
dust and sand comprise a significant part of the layered deposits. 
He and McCauley (1973) found evidence of erosional stripping of the 
1lartian surface in the equatorial. middle. and polar latitudes. 
One such source is the periphery of the great shield voloanoe. Nix 
Olympica. This feature has a vast circular scarp that indicates 
scarp recession by numerous landslide tongues. Sharp (1973) also 
found scarp erosiolrl. in the fretted terrain adjacent to the Tharsis 
ridge. Elsewhere Sharp points to eolian erosion in troughed ter-
rain and depositional basins. Each of these authors agrees that 
the removal of this material was accomplished by eolian transport. 
The quantity of removed dust and sand is estimated by Cutts (1973b) 
to be 107 cubic kilometers. He also estimates that the volume ot 
the layered deposits to be 5 x1106 cubic kilometers. Clearly 
there is an excess of siliceous debris, the dune fields surrounding 
the northern polar cap could account for this excess. Reducing 
the discrepancy further, Sharp (1973b) sugges<bed that the reces-
sional scarp surroundin~ :tlu: Olympiear;Dl!Ly':be:.:eupp}yi~g,-volatiles 
to the atmosphere. A Mariner 9 image of Nix Olym.pica taken during 
the northern summer, showed clouds concentrated around this peri-
pheral scarp. Though scientists are skeptical of this particular 
suggestion, there is a consensus that much of this silicate debris 
originated in the southern hemisphere and was then deposited in the 
northern hemisphere. This statement and the presence ot massive 
dunes around the ice cap is strongly indicative for high-velocity 
winds from the south; winds that deposit-large saltation particles 
into dunes with little or no modification by :ri.baequent winds r · ., ' 
coming off the ice cap. 
The most crucial aspects related to the possible eolian 
origin of the canyons (in the quadrangle N78° to N83° by 330° 
to 360°) are the seasonal wind directions and the topographic in-
fluences on these winds. During the spring and summer, the winds 
have been observed to spiral clockwise from the North Pole under 
the Coriolis effect. In the autumn, it is likely that the winds 
still flow off the ice cap with the same easterly component, fol-
lowing the expected 1catabatic flow(Cutts, 1975a). Sagan (et al., 
1973) has commented that these winds are strong for numerous images 
show tongues of snow that are 50 kilometers or more in length. 
In this same direction. several smaller canyons are found on the 
periphery of the ice cap paralleling these northeasterlies. 
The winter climate may be one o-B ire.st extremes with the oc-
cufence of several major events. The North Pole will be submer~ed 
/\ ? 
in darkness for nearly 306 days (Cross, 1971), beginning in the 
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latter half of autumn and ending by mid-winter. lfars' axial in-
clination of 24° will keep these peripheral canyons in darkness 
for most of this time. The canyon area, like the rest of the 
polar region. will be extremelyccold, and thermal convective 
turbulence will be suppressed. If the surface winds are low, 
the fallout rate of suspended dust particles will be accelerated 
with the precipitation of carbon dioxide and water ices on these 
particles. Leovy and Mintz (1969) have done a theoretical ana-
lysis showi~ a weak reverse cellular convection. This would 
slow the rate of precipitation of dust. Near the winter solstice. 
the planet also reaches perihelion; dust storms will originate 
around the Noachis and Hallas regions of the southern hemisphere. 
After initiation of the main phase of the dust storm, dust will 
gradually spread westward (Leovy et al., 1975). Winds will have 
a vector component of up to 155 meters per second (Weaver, 1975) 
going toward the NW or WNV{. In less than 14 days, the planet 
will be shrouded in dust (Giera.sch et al., 1972). The dust will 
lower the albedo for the entire planet absorbing sunlight to 
power the stonn. This type of storm is analogous to a terrestrial 
hurricane acoordint to Pollack (1975). With the heated air rising, 
the surroundint cooler air will swiftly move in raising more dust 
to sustain this storm. Eventually, the temperatures differences 
planetwide will be greatly diminished as this heated air is, .i.· 
circulated. Air temperatures on the surface range from 232° to 
26Z°K (or -41° to -11°0) as measured by Wariner 9 over the South 
Pole (Gierasch et al.,1972). So the North Pole will probably have 
similar surface or near-surface temperatures. If these warm south-
easterly or eas~-southeasterly winds are surface or near-surface 
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winds, then they will easily divert the flow of the flow of the 
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local winds upon reaching the ice cap. If this wind is a surface 
wind, then it would lose its energy very rapidly in sublimating 
and transporting the volatiles and silicate debris the top of the 
ice cap toward the pole. However, if this wind is a high-altitude 
wind, then this wind would pass over the peripheral ice cap with 
no interaction. Instead, a::,surface.,windcc-ouild.:ibe~travelli?J.g in 
the opposite direction beneath the southeasterly winds if this 
storm is analogous to a hurricane. The hurricane idea would have 
one serious drawback. It would require that winds come from all 
directions toward the ''eye" of the storm and not just from the 
northwest. And such divers~ wind directions would erode the top 
of the ice cap to a smooth plain as the "eye" of the stonn moves 
westward. 
Moving :from the speculative winter climat;ej it is necessary 
to examine the geomorphlo aspects as they might pertain to a 
cooling southeasterly wind. The proposed southeasterly wind 
might be self-limiting in the length of the canyons which it 
could carve. First, the wind will have to ascend over the periph-
eral edge. In the process, it will expand and lose t8JJ1perature. 
The net effect will mean less erosive power exerted on the snow 
and ice. Second, some of this air mass will travel up the canyons 
sublimating and transportint; the vole.tiles and silicate_debris 
toward the pole, thus losing more of its energy. After the air 
mass leaves the canyons near their heads, it will experience a 
sudden decrease in velocity after leaving the confines of the 
canyons. The winds will deposit some or most of the eolian par-
ticulate matter in the nearby area. As mentioned, the heads of 
the canyons under study originate at N81.s0 • Plate 7 shows the 
head of such a canyon. 
/'IS 
There is a possible traverse dune surround~ 
,'\ 
ing the canyon rim in much the same manner as a natural levee is~ 
found on the floodplain of a river. Behind this ''levee" appears 
'1 
to be a tra~erse dune field extending two to three kilometers 
beyond the head of the canyon. Yet, one has to be careful in 
saying that this area could be a dune field because the eastern 
edge of the field has a scarp of uncertain origin. If the scarp 
is a flank scarp, then the dune-like features could be a series 
of tertiary scarps. If it is an eolian scarp similar to the one 
found at the base of Nix Olympica, then this observation is con-
sistent with the hypothesis of a southeasterly wind. This possible 
eolian scarp is facing the southwest. Jfeanning that it could only 
have been made by a wind acting parallel to the direction of the 
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scarp, and this would ~e out the possibility of it having been 
fo~by a northeasterly wind. 
A topographic map also tends to support;c,the,,idea that the 
southeasterly wind experiences a rapid lose of kinetic energy. 
This particular map (see Figure 5) was me.de by Dzurisin and Blasius 
(1975). It the topographic contours are close to being correct, 
then this wind would lose kinetic energy over a short distance 
and deposit snow and dust just to the north of these canyons 
near the three and four kilometer contour elevations. This also 
would be consistent with the southeasterly winds hypothesis in 
explaining the relatively short lengths of these canyons. On 
either end of this possible four-kilometer-high ridge are the 
longer canyons extending further toward the North Pole. However. 
the U.S. Geological Survey has published its own topographic map, 
and it indicates a gradual rise t'rom the peripheral ice oap to the 
smooth field as shown in Figure 4. The Geological Survey's contour 
information would contradict the hypothesis because this map would 
leave the relatively short lengths of these canyons unexplained. 
Dzurisin and Blasius and the U.S. Geological Survey used 
four sources of topographic information for their 11art1an polar 
maps:(l) S band radio occultation, (2) infrared interferomater 
spectrometer, (3) ultraviolet spectrometer, and(,) television 
imaging. The S band radio occultation provided three points for 
absolute elevation with respect to the radius of the planet. The 
infrared interferometer spectrometer is best tor middle and low 
latitudes in comparing the emission spectras to a black body emis-
sion spectra compensated for albedo and sun angle to arrive at a 
elevation-to-temperature correlation. The ultraviolet spectro-
meter made a direct correlation or the carbon dioxide spectrum to 
atmospheric pressure. Both the infrared interferometer and ultra-
violet spectrometers provided indirect atmospheric pressures. Thus 
both are subjected to atmospheric inhomogenuity. Television ime, ·-:" 
agery by steroscopic examination has given good relative elevations. 
It is uncertain as to the reliability of this method outside an 
area without a reference elevation due to the sphericity of the 
surface. The surprising thing is that both parties used the same 
sources. However, neither elaborated on their assumptions and/or 
techniques in deriving two very different topographic maps. 
One of the erosional features that the hypothetical wind 
probably carved were the fluted grors· Plate 8 (an image taken 
west of the designated region) contains pronounced fluting at the 
end of the canyon and in the nearby area on the left side of this 
plate. The groves diverge from the head of the canyon to indicate 
a high-velocity wind along the length of the canyon. Though this 
fluting is not decisive evidence of wind direction, it is improb-
able that the fluting was caused by a wind flowing of the ice cap, 
concentrating its flow into the head of the canyon and then proe>' .,, 
ceedin! to the southeast. First, such a wind should not be able to 
achf}#ve a sufficient speed to initiate erosion • .And second, a wind 
coming off the ice cap will have an easterly component because of 
the Coriolis effect. In this case, the image shows no fluting 
oriented toward the northeast. Plates 3, ~. and 5 will reveal 
possible fluting on terrace edges and yardangs. The indicated 
wind direction is along a northwest to southeast a.xis. It must 
also be noted that fluting is difficult to determin~ in the above 
three plates due to the interferring atmospheric phenomena of 
"searchlights" and wave clouds. 
At this point, the existence and significance of the "search-
light" and wave clouds must be pointed out. The "searchlight" 
phenomenon is associated with terrace walls and canyon;floors. 
It can be best described as straight diverging bands of contrasting 
light and darkness that traverse an area regardless of topography 
below it. (See Plate 6) The phenomenon is typically found over 
a canyon near the eastern wall with the bands of light extending 
to the southwest. These observations suigest a meteorological 
phenomenon related to the changes of pressure for the northeasterly 
winds. Thou~h this is not an adquate explanation, most authorities 
a~ree that it is not a surface feature. Wave clouds are best shown 
in the lower ri~ht corner of Plate 5. Rayner (1978, private 
corranunication) explained that these clouds form over hi~h topo-
iraphical areas such as mountain ranges and high plateaus. 
Unfortunately, wave clouds are like partin~ lineation in sandstone 
in that they indicate fluid-flow direction in one of two opposite 
directions. In this case, wind direction is probably from the 
northwest. The reader must remember that this ima~e was not taken 
durini the dust storm of the winter if one was to think this to be 
southeasterly wind. The reasons that this image could not have 
been taken during the winter dust storm were (1) the clarity of 
the atmosphere through the easy identification of topographic 
features, and (2) th.at the north polar cap would be submer~ed in 
darkness durin~ the time of the storm. 
The best explanation for this paradox of wind direction for 
Plate 5 would be to compare this wind to the Minstral of the 
Rhone Valley in France. The cold heavy air will rush down into 
the topographic low area of the Rhone Valley and flow to the low 
pressure area south of the Rhone River reaching speeds of 80 miles 
per hour. Admittedly, this type of wind may aid in the erosion of 
these canyons on Mars, but it is not responsible for the origin of 
the counterclockwise spiral pattern from the North Pole. Otherwise, 
these canyons would have a clockwise spiral pattern. 
SUllYARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The surface winds near the peripheral edge of the northern 
ice cap are belie-ved to have contributed to the eolian erosion 
of the canyons in the southern-most sector of the :V.S.rtian ice 
cap. Imagery of the polar region during the spring and summer 
indicates prevailing northeasterly winds, but moderate to strong 
northwesterlies should be common only inside the canyons. This 
wind pattern will persist for most of the Martian year until the 
global dust storms reach the northern ice cap a few weeks after 
the winter solstice. The dust stonn. originates in the Southern 
Hemisphere and transports dust and heated air, averagin~ Z~0°K 
(Gierasoh et al., 1972), into the Northern Hemisphere at velocities 
reaching 135 meters per second in either a northwest or west-
northwest directions. In the southern sector,(N78°to N83° by 350° 
to 360°), the hypothetical wind might sublimate the volatiles off 
the top of the ice cap in areas of weaknesses such as crevasses 
or gaps in traverse snow dunes. These warm, high-velocity winds 
e,. 
will continue to excavate the volatiles and silic~ous dust at 
the lower elevations, leaving broad resistant terraces and spiral-
ing canyons. The direct evidence for this southeasterly or east-
southeasterly wind is lacking except for the telescopic observa-
tions and Mariner 9's temperature readings taken during the 1971 
dust storm. 
The northern ice cap will have completed over one-half of 
the 306 days of darkness (Cross, 1971) when the dust storm arrives. 
The heated air could out along the top of the peripheral ice cap 
with the canyons growing in depth and length with each succeeding 
stonn.. The rele.ti-vely short lengths of.these. canyons, and their 
heads located at the NBl.5° latitude could be attributed to a 
four-kilometer-high ridge north of the peripheral canyons, provided 
-, 
that Dzurisin's and Blasius's map is correct. This ridge could 
-v- .....-v-
force the hypothetical southeasterly to precipitate'.:its newly ac-
quired volatiles just north of the canyon heads as the cooling air 
undergoes an adiabatic expansion. The possible dune field found 
in Plate 7 and the massive dune fields at the base of the ice cap 
could be evidence for that southeasterly. 
The intracanyon features are even less reliable evidence for 
a southeasterly wind. It is imposslble to determine whether the 
southeasterly or the northWesterly winds were responsible for the 
topographic features inside the canyons. The winds for most of 
the year will be the cold, moderate to strong winds that flow 
down the canyons onto the surrounding plains. The northeasterly 
wind will flow over the ice cap and above the canyons, possibly 
being responsible for the "searchlight" phenomenon. The snow 
and dust have been assumed to be relatively nonresistant to the 
action of the southeasterly wind. Yet, the layers are consolidated 
enough to prevent little eolian erosion by the other winds. 
-f:, 
This paper has revealed the uncertaiI;lY in studying this 
region, bµt much research will have to be made oft these peripheral 
canyons and their associated meteorology. OnJy then can the exist-
ence of this warm southeasterly wind be determined. Unfortunately, 
this hypothetical southeasterly wind may hide most traces of itself. 
Excavated snow and dust could be deposited on the four-kilometer-
high ridge, and the fluting of most canyons could be blanketed by 
water snow or frost from the mid-winter stonn. 
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